
Pre-heat the oven to 180˚.
On medium-high heat, heat the olive oil and sauté the onion, celery and leeks for 4-5 minutes
or until translucent. Add the garlic and stock with a bit of the water and mix together. Then add
the chicken pieces and mix them in. Add the salt, pepper, Portuguese chicken spice and chilli
flakes and allow to cook uncovered for about 7-10 minutes. 
Add the spinach and cook for a further 3 minutes or so or until the spinach has defrosted. The
water from the frozen spinach will keep the chicken moist so no need to add any more water at
this stage. Then pour in the cream and mix it into the chicken allowing to cook further for 2
minutes. Take the pot off the heat and set aside. It will finish cooking in the oven. 
Take out an 18cm shallow round pie or quiche dish and spray it generously with baking spray.
Spread butter if you don’t have the spray. Set aside. You can also use a square tin if that’s all
you have. 
Sprinkle the flour onto a sanitised flat surface and then divide the pastry into two. Using a
rolling pin, flatten both pieces of pastry until they are thin and can fit into the oven dish. The
first piece should be laid in the pie dish covering the bottom fully and going up the sides of the
dish over the edges. Press the pastry into the edges.
Pour in all of the chicken mix from the pot and spread it evenly into the pie dish. Spread the
broken up feta bits on top of the chicken mix. Cover the pie with the second pastry sheet being
careful not to tear it. You should ensure the top pastry layer goes slightly over the edges so
that you can tightly pinch the two pastry sides together. Tear off any excess pastry.
Using a sharp knife, score the edges of the pie i.e. make small cuts into the edge of the pastry
all around the pie. You can use whatever left over pastry to make cute shapes to put in the
middle of the pie.
Finally, brush over the pie with the beaten egg. This will help to brown the pie on the top. 
Bake the pie for 26-28 minutes on 180˚ and serve!
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2-3 medium - large skinless chicken breasts – cut into pieces (not
shredded)
400g puff pastry - defrosted
1-1 ½ cups frozen spinach 
1 large white onion – chopped
⅓ yellow bell pepper - chopped
½ cup chopped celery
⅓ cup leeks – cut into rounds
¾ cup cream
½ -1 plain or herb feta disk
1tbsp. olive oil 
1 tbsp. crushed garlic 
1 tbsp. chicken stock powder or 1 stock cube
1 tsp. Portuguese chicken spice
3 tbsp. flour – for dusting
Salt & pepper
Chilli flakes (optional)
1 egg – beaten
⅓ cup water 
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